Press release

Alex Stolarsky appointed of counsel with Dentons' Moscow office
Moscow, January 2015 – Alex Stolarsky has been appointed of counsel with the Moscow office of
Dentons. Alex advises clients on a broad range of corporate and commercial matters, as well as
transactions, especially M&A, creation of joint ventures, and compliance. He represents clients at all
phases of domestic and foreign investment in Russia, from market entry to expansion, restructuring,
and exiting the market, as well as advising Russian investors in Germany and Austria.
His clients include international and Russian companies from various sectors, including the
automotive industry, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, transportation, and media. Alex is a member of
the German trade delegation and frequently reports on Russian and German corporate/M&A
transactions, contract law and other related matters.
Alex graduated from the Law (2002) and Economics (2003) Faculties of Bayreuth University (Bavaria,
Germany), and is a member of the bar in Berlin.
Florian Schneider, Dentons Moscow managing partner, said: "Alex joined Dentons in 2013 as a senior
associate in our German practice group. Alex's appointment is the result of his successful work
advising German and Austrian clients on a wide range of projects in Russia and abroad as well as
proof that we have chosen the right strategy to develop the German practice in Russia."
The German practice group in Russia has been advising German, Austrian, and international clients
on matters relating to commercial operations in Russia since 1999. The group comprises lawyers
admitted to practice and permanently resident in Germany and Russia, as well as lawyers that have
received German qualifications and speak fluent German after studying and/or working in Germanspeaking countries. The Dentons global German practice group has more than 100 German-speaking
lawyers across 17 offices outside of Germany, as well as 80 lawyers working at the Berlin and
Frankfurt offices.

About Dentons

Dentons is a global law firm driven to provide clients a competitive edge in an increasingly complex
and interconnected world. A top 20 firm on the Acritas 2014 Global Elite Brand Index, Dentons is
committed to challenging the status quo in delivering consistent and uncompromising quality in new
and inventive ways. Dentons was formed by the combination of international law firm Salans LLP,
Canadian law firm Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP (FMC) and international law firm SNR Denton.
Dentons' clients now benefit from approximately 2,600 lawyers and professionals in more than 75
locations spanning 50-plus countries across Africa, Asia Pacific, Canada, Central Asia, Europe, the
Middle East, Russia, CIS and the Caucasus, the UK, and the US. The Firm serves the local, regional
and global needs of a broad spectrum of clients, including private and public corporations;
governments and government agencies; small businesses and start-ups; entrepreneurs; and
individuals.
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